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this article focuses on how todays russian media portrays the u.s. military. the thesis is relatively straightforward.
over the past decade, the kremlin-sponsored russian media have inundated the russian information space with an
anti-american message, particularly anything associated with the u. they have created a narrative built around the

assertion that the united states has been using all of its resources (military, economic, diplomatic, information,
etc.) to prevent russia from regaining its superpower status. since russian military personnel are subject to this
same anti-american information diet, the kremlins anti-u. propaganda campaign has transformed the u. military

into the primary enemy for the russian soldier. this article will review some russian sources of anti-american
propaganda and consider a handful of implications that may stem from this negative portrayal. two recent events

provided a perfect example of the effectiveness of this strategy. first, in august 2014, an unidentified gunman
opened fire at a performance of russian ballet figure skaters at the ice palace in saint petersburg. according to the
official russian government spin, the event was one of many held across the country that year to commemorate
the 75th anniversary of the ussr. however, local reporters who lived in the theater district had a more exciting
view. the gunman, a disgruntled former dancer who had performed at the event, was reportedly motivated by

revenge against the organisers of the event. to control local news outlets, the organisers ensured they controlled
almost all of the local production facilities. the authorities removed all independent journalists from all venues. at
the after-show party, organisers encouraged dancing and drinking, with no organized security or medical staff on

hand. this was not exactly the spectacle designed to dispel a power that is used to being able to keep russian
citizens under tight control.
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russia holds a yearly marathon event called the russian marathon. runners from all over the world race in the race,
which starts in moscow and ends in saint petersburg. the first marathon race was held in 1896. over the years, the
race has gained a reputation as a very competitive event, and the winner in 2012 was still wearing his bib number

in the double digits. one of the marathon events is the moscow marathon. the event was first held in 1981. the
marathon is one of the most popular events in russia and in the world. thousands of people come to watch the
marathon event. other means of achieving this include cyber- and information warfare, propaganda and state-
sponsored english-language internet sites. while the kremlin had a presence on the internet even before the
annexation of crimea, it now has a much larger role, partly because the internet is a more efficient means of
distributing propaganda than print media, and partly because the internet provides a unique platform for the

kremlin to influence public opinion. as such, it became the kremlin’s preferred means of controlling the narrative,
particularly on issues concerning russia’s relations with the west and the war in ukraine.53  just as the kremlin

wanted to use russian media to sell russia, the kremlin wants to use english-language media to sell russia. while
most of the websites that the kremlin uses are in russian, there are at least three that are used to spread russian-
government propaganda.54 this is because it is thought to be important for the kremlin’s information operations
to create a desired narrative, but in order to do so it needs to ensure that it is being heard by a global audience.

by hosting these sites on the popular but american-owned social media platform facebook, the kremlin has access
to an international audience. indeed, the kremlin views its use of the internet as a way to influence a global

audience, as well as to counter information that might be disseminated in other languages. 5ec8ef588b
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